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Beginning Xcode: Swift EditionApress, 2014

	Beginning Xcode, Swift Edition will not only get you up and running with Apple's latest version of Xcode, but it also shows you how to use Swift in Xcode and includes a variety of projects to build.


	If you already have some programming experience with iOS SDK and Objective-C, but want a more in-depth tutorial on Xcode,...
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Programming in Objective-C (5th Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Programming in Objective-C, Fifth Edition 

	Updated for OS X Mountain Lion, iOS 6, and Xcode 4.5 

	

	Programming in Objective-C is a concise, carefully written tutorial on the basics of Objective-C and object-oriented programming for Apple's iOS and OS X platforms.

	

	The book makes...
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iPhone SDK 3 Programming: Advanced Mobile Development for Apple iPhone and iPod touchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Get the expert guidance you need to begin building native applications for Apple's new iPhone 3G as well as the iPod Touch

Apple's iPhone is the hottest mobile device on the planet. More than one million iPhone 3G phones were sold in the first three days of release and millions more are sure to be in the hands of iPhone fans each year....
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Core Animation: Simplified Animation Techniques for Mac and iPhone DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2009
Apple’s Core Animation framework enables Mac OS X, iPhone, and iPod touch developers to create richer, more visual applications–more easily than ever and with far less code. Now, there’s a comprehensive, example-rich, full-color reference to Core Animation for experienced OS X and iPhone developers who want...
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Objective-C Programmer's ReferenceApress, 2013

	Objective-C Programmer's Reference provides the tools necessary to write software in Objective-C—the language of choice for developing iOS and OS X applications. Author Carlos Oliveira begins from the basic building blocks of the language. He shows how to create correct and efficient applications by applying your knowledge...
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Cocoa and Objective-C CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book will guide you through many different areas of Cocoa using easy to follow recipes. These recipes will take you through the basics of Cocoa, such as using alerts, all the way to advanced topics like layered animations and Core Image filters. By working through the recipes in this book, you will be ready to build incredible Cocoa...
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Sams Teach Yourself Core Data for Mac and iOS in 24 Hours (2nd Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2012

	Organizing things is an important human activity. Whether it is a child organizing toys in some way (by size, color, favorites, and so forth) or an adult piecing together a thousand-piece jigsaw puzzle, the desire to “make order out of chaos” (as one inveterate puzzler put it) reflects a sense that somehow if...
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iPhone and iPad Apps for Absolute Beginners, iOS 5 EditionApress, 2012

	The iPhone is the hottest gadget of our generation, and much of its success has been fueled by the App Store, Apple’s online marketplace for iPhone applications. Over 1 billion apps were downloaded during the nine months following the launch of the App Store, ranging from the simplest games to the most complex business apps....
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Creating iPhone Apps with Cocoa Touch: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	Creating iPhone Apps with Cocoa Touch: The Mini Missing Manual walks you through developing your first iPhone App and introduces you to your programming environments and tools: Cocoa Touch, Interface Builder, Xcode, and the Objective-C programming language. If you're a Java or C developer, this eBook is your fast track to App...
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Objective C Memory Management EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn and put into practice various memory management techniques in Objective-C to create robust iOS applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the concepts of memory management in Objective-C
	
		Get introduced to Swift, an innovative new programming language for Cocoa and Cocoa Touch

...
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Java and Mac OS X (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is for Java programmers interested in developing OS X applications, but not interested in leaving Java behind. Java applications can look and feel just like other OS X programs. Your Java programs can take advantage of any OS X technology.


	Learn the guidelines of integrating Java with native Mac OS X applications with...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPhone Application Development in 24 Hours, 2nd EditionSams Publishing, 2010

	Figures and code appear as they do in Xcode


	Covers iOS 4.0 and up, and iPhone 4


	Additional files and updates available online


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build...
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